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1.) Z~ 2~~c~iQn H -— ——
This is the Final Report to ARO Grant * DAAG29-77-G-0017, 11 ~“Theory of Heterojunction Discontinuities”, for the period 1

November 1976 - 31 December 1977. The Principal Investigator

was Dr. Herbert Kroemer , Professor of Electrical Engineering at

the University of California at Santa Barbara (UCSB) . The

grant was a follow-up to an earlier grant (* DAHCO4-74—G-0114)
to the University of Colorado, with the same Principal Inves-
tigator. A Final Report on the predecessor grant was issued in

December 1976; the present report covers the follow-up grant

only.

2.) 0

The problem studied was the theoretical understanding of
the energy band lineup at semiconductor heterojunctions and the
development of theoretical means to predict that lineup for new
and as yet untried heterojunction pairs.

Heterojunctions are junctions between different semicon-
ductors , such as GaAs and AlAs. They are increasingly being

employed in advanced semiconductor devices, and the performance
of the devices depends on the relative lineup of the energy
bands at the junctions. Prior to the work under the present
grant and its predecessor , the only rule for the prediction of
the lineup was the electron affinity rule. It is theoretically

ill-founded, and in practice hard to apply , because it requires
empirical surface property data on high-quality crystals. Even

where such data are available , the predictions made from them
often do not agree with the results obtained on actual hetero-
junctions --once the latter have been prepared , often at great

technological expense.

What was desired was a better theoretical understanding of
why the heterojunctions line up the way they do, on a level
that would make it possible to predict the lineup, with a
minimum of technological investment, and thus to aid in making
decisions as to whether or not the odds are favorable to make 
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it worthwhile to embark on the possibly very expensive technology

to build a particular new device. We succeeded in developing

theoretical techniques that have such a predictive capability.

Under the predecessor grant this work had reached the
following stage.

A self-consistent pseudopotential method was developed

that attempted to account for the known ionic core potential as
realistically as possible before applying a repulsive pseudo—

core to the overall potential. By matching the calculated

energy band structure of each semiconductor to the observed
band structure, it was possible to determine the electrostatic
potential outside the cores that goes hand-in-hand with this

band structure. This permits expressing the band structure

relative to a suitably chosen re ference point on the electro-
static potential, a key step in determining heterojunction
lineups. Such a reference potential should be chosen as far

away from the ionic cores as possible. Two kinds of points

suggested themselves: the halfway point along the interatomic

bonds, and the points in the centers of the large interstitial
sites. There are two kinds of interstitial sites in the compounds

of interest, suggesting the average of the two interstitial
potentials as a referer.ce potential. When we made the ad hoc

assumption that the latter reference potential be continuous

across the heterojunction, we obtained lineups that agreed
surprisingly well with observed lineups , much better than for

other choices of the reference potential. However, the choice
seemed to lack a good physical foundation. The best justifi-

cation we could give it was a muffin-tin potential analogy that

was not very satisfactory. Our first objective for the follow-

up grant was to come up with a more rational electrostatic
potential matching scheme.

3.) 
~~A~I

We discovered early in the present grant that the mean

interstitial potential is the potential at infinity if one

treats the semiconductor as an assembly of spherical ions 
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bounded only by non-polar surfaces, and that it is therefore

indeed the natural reference potential. Effective ionic charges

for various semiconductors were determined and were found to

correlate strongly with the difference in Phillips electronega—

tivities between the constituent atoms of the semiconductor

(U. If one allocates one—quarter of each ionic charge to a

charge transfer along each bond one can associate a charge
transfer with each bond. If one applies this charge transfer

to the bonds crossing the interface one obtains an estimate for

an interface dipole by which the reference potentials cm the

two sides are shifted relative to each other [2].
J Towards the end of the grant we modified the spherical ion

model by assuming that there are actually charges located along
the bonds. This leads to small corrections in the lineups, and

to a small orientation-dependence of the heterojunction dis-

continuity. The correction is zero for (110) planes, has
opposite values for (lll)A and (lll)B planes. The values for

the two (100) planes are the same in this model as for the
corresponding (111) planes. Numerical values can not be esti-

mated at this point because of the absence of accurate values

for the magnitude and location of the bond charges. This last

work has not been published yet; a preprint is attached as
Appendix.

During the last three months of the grant we briefly

considered interface reconstruction effects and effects of

grading, as in LPE junctions. No corrections of any signifi—

cance were found.

4 )  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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• APPENDIX

A THEORETI CAL STUDY OF THE ORIENTATI ON DEPENDENCE

OF HETEROJUNCTION ENERGY BAND LINEUPS~

• By

W . R. Frensley

Texas Instruments Inc .

Dallas , Texas 75222

ABSTRACT

The orientation dependence of the energy band discont inuit ies at an abrup t

sem i conductor heterojunction is stud i ed by modeling the microscopic charge

distribution near the heterojunction. The model includes both ionic and bond

charges, and assumes that each chem i ca l bond contributes independently to the

total charge distribution. The energy band lineups are derived by calculating

the interface dipole. The results indicate that there should be no difference

in the band lineups for heterojunct ions on (100) and (I ll) faces of similar

polarity. The lineup should be completely independent of orientation for heterojunc-

tions which have an element comon to both sem i conductors , such as GaAs-AlAs . Any

difference in band lineup between heterojunctions on nonpolar (110) planes

• and those on the (100) or (Ill ) planes is related to deviations of the bond

parameters from chemically systematic behavior , and thus Is expected to be small.

PACS numbers : 73.40 Lq, 73.30 + y 
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I. Int r d ~ct i on

An im portant property of an abrupt sem i conductor heterojunction is

the change in energy band gap across the interface , wh ich l eads to dis-

continuities in the band-edge energ ies. The band gap change is distributed

between the conduction and valence band discontinuities. The resulting band

line up is a property of the heterojunction , and it is an im portan t considera t ion

in the choice of heterojunction materials for a g iven device application .

• We have previously p roposed a method for theoretically predicting the

band lineup at an abrupt heterojunction .1 We div i ded the li neup problem in to

two parts. The first part concerned the ca l culation of the electronic band

struc ture of the b u l k  sem iconductors , and the relation of the band structure

to the elec trostatic crysta l potential . The second par t concerned the l ineup

of the electrostatic potential across the heterojunct ion , which was calcula ted

from a model of the microscopic charge distribution near the interface . In

the present work, we will i nvest i gate a more realistic model of the charge

d i stribu t ion , and emphasize the differe nces in band li neup which mi ght

occur between heterojunctions of similar composition , but wh i ch are fabrica ted

on differen t crystallographic planes . Note that , wi thi n the above division of

the p roblem , any orientation dependence must be due to differences in the charge

distribu ti on , not the bulk band structure. •

II. Inde pendent Bond Model

In Reference 1 we took the vala nce charge dis tr i buti on to be a l ine ar

superpos ition of spherica l charges centered on the atomic sites . Such a

model neg lects an important feature of the true charge distribution in

_ _ _ _ _  

I
_ _ • •__ •
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tetrahedra l semiconductors , which is the .ic cumulation of charge between the

atoms. Brill took this accumulation of charge into account in his X-ray analysis of

diamond by i ntroduc i ng spherica l bond charges midway between the carbon

atoms,2 and Phi l l i ps emphasized the structura l role of the bond charge. 3

Wa l ter and Cohen calculated the valence charge density of seven sem i conductors

us ing wavefunctions determined by the empirical pseudopotential method .4

Their results indicate that the charge distribution can be well approximated

by a superposition of spherica l ionic and bond charges . As the ionicity

of the crystal in creases, the center of the bond charge moves toward the

anion and the magnitude of the bond charge decreases. Of course , as the

ionici ty increases more of the va l ence charge is found in the vicinity

‘of the anion .

Recently, calc u l a t i o nal  tech n i ques have been developed which perm i t a

self—consistent eva l uation of the valence charge distribution in the vicinity

of the surfaces 5’6 and interfaces .7’8 The resul ts of these calculations

show some striking features . First , the per turba t ion in the charge d i str i but ion

• due to an interface extends over only a very short distance . Near a surface ,

the charge dis tri but ion assumes the bu lk cha racteris t ics by the thi rd atom i c

layer. 5’6 A t a heterojunction the disturbance is even more short-ranged . Baraff ,

Appe l baum, and Hamann7 have performed detail ed calculations on a system

consisting of three atomic layers of Ge on a semi -infinite GaAs crystal. They

found tha t the charge distribution in the vicinity of the second Ge layer was

i ndistinguishable from that of bulk Ge. Also , the bond charges between the Ge

3 and Ga atoms had a magni tude int ermed i ate between those of bu lk Ge and GaAs .

Moreover, they were able to determine the effective ionic charge associated with the

i nterface bonds, and found tha t it was equa l to one half the corresponding va l ue

for bulk GaAs . All of this lends support to the notion tha t one can regard the

.1 2 

• • • - -“•-
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tota l valence charge distribution as a superposition of bond distributions ,

and that the chem ical trends observed in the bulk sem i conductors also hold

for bonds at a beterojunction interface.

In this paper , we will conjecture that such behavior is a characteristic

• of all heterojunctions . Specifically, we w i ll assume the follow i ng :

(i) the microscopic charge distribution is a linear superposition of

i ndividua l charge d i stribu t i ons , each of w h i c h  i s  associa ted  wi th a si ng le

chemica l bond , and (ii) those charge distributions are functions only of the

chem i ca l species bei ng bonded . Thus , we ass ume tha t each bond cont r i b ut es

i ndependently to the tota l valence charge distribution . We should emphasize

that this is different from the approx i mations made in the linear—comb i nation—

of-atomic-orbi tals (LCAO ) theory of heterojunction lineups .9 We do not

assume tha t differen t bonds are not coupled by Ham i l toni an matr ix elements,

but we do assume tha t the complete self-consistent solution to the interface

charge dens i ty can be reso l ved into individua l bonds .

The specific model of the microsc opic charge distribution which

we wish to investi gate is described as follows . The charge distribution

is assumed to be a linear superposition of spherica l ionic and bond

charges, wi th the ionic charges centered on the equilibrium atomic sites

and the bond charges centered on some point along the line joining nearest

nei ghbor atomi c s it es. The pos i ti on of the center of the bond charge ,

measured from the anion , i s denoted x and is expressed as a frac t ion of

the bond length 1j a!4, where a is the cubic lattice constant. Thus , the microscopic

charge dis tr i but io n may be comp l etely described by the total charge contained

in the ionic and bond charges , the w i dth of their respecti ve charge dis tr i bu t ions ,

and the bond charge position x. If , however , we are on l y i nte rested in eva l uat i ng
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the elec trostatic potential at a charge—free point (such as the interstitial

point) , we may, without loss of gene ra l i t y ,  take the width of the charge

distribu tions to be zero (that is , to assume point charges). Therefore,

we need only to cons ider the magnitude of the ionic and bond charges and

the position of the bond charge.

Since the crystal must be electrically neutra l and each bond contributes

i ndependen tly to the charge distribution , the charge distribution attributed

to each bond must be neutra l overall. This distribution consists of

three charges (anion , cat ion , and bond charges), so the magn i tudes of those

charges must depend on only two parameters. The ca l culations will be

simplified if we choose as parameters , the bond charge, deno ted q
8 
and a

transferred charge, denoted q1. We assume that the bond charge is

derived from both the anion and cation , wi th a charge xq
6 
com i ng from

the cation and (l-x)q~ coming from the anion . The charge 
~~ 

is transferred

from cation to anion . Thus the charge on the anion due to a single bond is

— q
1 

- (l-x) q8, (1)

and that the cation is

= - xq8 (2)

as shown i n Fi gure 1. The tota l charge on a given ion is simply the sum

of the charges due to each of the four chemical bonds i nvolving tha t ion .

We have prev i ously 1 def ined the dipole potential V
D 
as the d i fference

between the mean interstitial potentials V. on either side of the heterojunction .

v ~~V.(l) -V. (2).• D I (
~

)

4 
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For the present calculations , it will be fore convenient to consider the

spatiall y averaged potential V and i ts diffe rence across the heterojunction

= V(l) - V(2) (4)

The quantities and V can bi re’ated, wi thin the bulk semiconductor , by a

M~delu ng-type calculation . We have previously described such a calculation

for a spherical ion model.1° To take the bond charges into account , we consider

a la tt ice of charges 
~~ 

located at the bond charge si tes and charges -2
~~

l ocated at the atomic sites. The potential at an interstitial point of this

la ttice can be expressed by

8. (x) 
~~ (5)

where i = 1 ,2 denotes the two i nequivalent intersticies. The values of 8

are eva l uated with the boundary condition that the spatially averaged potential

equals zero. Therefore, we can rela te V. and V by

8~ (x) qv. = v +  _ _ _ _ _

4,rca  (6)

Also , the interstitial potent ial difference is

8u [q (l~-x)q )+28 (x)qT B B
4irc a (7)

where cz~O.2878 for the zincblende structure)0 In the above expressions

8’~’ ½ (8l
+82
) (8a)

~ 
(8b)
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The functions 8~ (x) and 8 (x) are graphed in Figure 2.

• We may now apply this model to the calculation of the interface dipole

- at a heterojunction. We consider an ideally abrupt heterojunction between

compounds AB and CD. The parameters of the charge distribution depend only

on the atomic species connected by each bond . For example , q~ (AB )~ q
1

(AB) ,

and x(AB) are the parameters of the A—B bonds in the bulk crystal , while q~ (CB )~
and x(CB) describe the C—B bonds occuring at the interface. To

eva l uate the di pol e, we average the cha rge dis t rib uti on over the p la nes parallel

to the interface. The dipole calculation then becomes a simple one dimensional

electrostatic problem. Explicit ca l culations for heterojunctions on the (100),

(111 ) , and (110) planes g ive the following results. The di poles , and therefore

the band linéup s , are equal for (100) and (111 ) junctions of similar polarity.

• If , for examp le , the B and C atom ic p la nes are adjacent to the int erface, the

d i fference in mean potentials is g ive n by

~V (lll) = 
2ca 

{2q~ (CB)_ q~ (AB)- q~ (CD )

(9)

+x(CD) [l-x(CDflq~ (CD)—x(AB) [l—x (AB)]q
8
(AB)}

I
The first three terms in the above expression represent the transfer of

• cha rge which actually g ives rise to the dipole while the last two terms

are due to the effect of the bond charge on the mean potential in the bu lk.

• If the heterojunct ion is of the opposite polarity, that is , if the A and 0

atoms are bonded across the int erface, the mean potential shift is

6 
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~V(iii) ~ a ~~
2 q~ (AD) + q~ (AB ) + q

1(CD)
• ° ( 10)

+x(CD) [1-x(CD) ]q
8
(CD) - x (AB) [1_x(AB)]q ~ (AB).

For a heterojunction on a nonpolar (110) plane , ~V is g iven by

~V(1lo) 2 c a  {q
1
(CB)-q

1
(AD)+x (CD) [1-x(CD)]q

8(CD)

(11)

—x(AB) [l-x(AB)]q~ (AB)}

If we take the d i fferences between the above express i ons, we fi nd

~V (l1l )—AV(ll o) = ~V(lI0) 
— t~V(iT1)=

(12)

~i~b {~~ (A0) + q
1(CB) 

- q
1

(AB ) - q~ (CD)}

Therefore , the di pole for a (110) heterojunct ion is equal to the mean of the

dipoles for (111 ) and (iii) heterojunct ions.

An examination of equation (12) shows that if can be written as

a difference between ionic parameters , there wil l  be no orientation

dependence of the band lineups. This is similar to the results derived

• in Reference I. Also , for a heterojunction between compounds which share

a common element , such as GaAs - AlA s , there will be no orientation

dependence. In such a heterojunct ion on a polar orientation , the position of

the interface plane is amb i guous , so there is no distinction between (100)

• and (106) heterojunctions , for examp l e.

The above expressions can be applied to the prediction of heterojunction

lineups g i ven the parameters of the charge distribut ion. Unfortunately,

h —~~~
--—

~~~~~~
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• 
• when we included the bond charges in the vdlence charge model , we also

Inc l uded the uncertainty in the magnitude of those charges , and the other

model parameters are rather sensitive to such uncerta inties. A natura l

way to determ i ne the model parameters would be the following. First the

bond cha rge locatio n x and magnitu de 
~~ 

shou ld be determi ned for the

bulk semiconductors from the valence charge distribution calculations.

The transferred charge q
1 

could then be calculated from the interstitial

potential difference M. by solving equation (7). Chemica l trends in

the parame ters so determi ned , such as those discussed i n Reference 1 0, cou ld

then be used to estimate the parameters of bonds not occuring in the bulk

semiconductors (such as Ge-Ga). The sensitivity of this procedure arises

from the solution of equation (7), where small changes in 
~~ 

produce larger

changes i n the calc u la ted va l ues of

In spite of the difficulties we can make some genera l statements

about the effect of the bond cha rges on the energy band li neup. Only the

bond charges of the bulk semiconductor appea r in equations (8) and (9) (ll).

We may interpret those terms containing the bond charges raising the bulk

energy bands by an amoun t

8 (x)q~ x (l_x )~~t
~
E8c 1

~irca 
+ 

2E a (13)
0

If we use Wa l ter and Cohen ’s estima tes of q
8 
(Ge) = 0.146e and

(GaAs) = 0.080
k 

along with the values x (Ge) = 0.50 and x(GaAs) = 0.37 from our

cal cula ti ons , we get 
~
E8~

(Ge) = 0.92 eV and 
~
E8~

(GaAs ) = 0.46 eV. Therefore ,

inc l ud i ng the bond charge can have a sign ificant effect on the energy band

8
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lineup. In general , s ince the magnitude -f the bond charge decreases with

increasing ion icity , we would expect the bond charge effects to ra i se the

bands of the group IV semiconductors with respect to the Ill -V compounds and

raise the I l l — V ’ s with respect to the II — V I ’ s.

II I .  Disc ussio n and Conclusions

We have presented a model of the microscopic charge distribution near a

semiconductor heterojunction wh i ch includes the effects of bond charges . The

• parameters of the model are not yet sufficientl y well determ i ned that it

may be used to predict actua l heterojunction band lineups . However , the

• model does provide a basis for comparing the energy band lineups of

heterojunc t ions of the same chemi cal composi t ion bu t fabrica ted on diffe rent

crystallographic orienta t ions. We find tha t heterojunctions on polar (100)

and (Ill) planes of the same polarity should have identica l band lineups.

Nonpolar (110) heterojunctions should have a band lineup equal to the mean of

the (11 1 ) and (Ill) lineups . Junctions i nvolving a comon ion , such as GaAs-

AlAs , should exhibit no orientation dependence .

A very interesting feature of the model is the form of the expression for

the difference between interface dipoles on different orientations (equation

(2)). This expression demonstrates the role of systematic chem i ca l behavior

in heterojunction lineups. For example , if we could write

= X(A) - X(B), (14)

where X is a property of the atomic species only, then we wou ld have

aT
(AD) + q~ (C8) 

- 
~~(AB) - q~ (CD) — 0 (15)



Thus, equation (12) is an express ion of th.’ deviatio n from chemically

systemat ic behavior of the transferred charge q
1
. We may therefore

expect the orientation dependence of the band lineup to be small.

The only experimental evidence of an orientation dependence are the old

Ge-GaAs data of Fang and Howard .11 They found a difference of about 0.2 eV

in the mean conduction band discontinu i ty between the different crystallo-

graphic orientations. However , the sca tter in  th e i r  data for any g iven

orie ntation was of abou t the same magn itude. It is interesting to note

that if equation (15) were violated to the extent of 0.01 electron (an estimate

based on the results in Reference 10), the heterojunction lineups of the

d ifferent orientations would differ by about 0.15 eV. However , Fang and Howard

found the conduction band discontinuity of both the (I ll) and (iii)

heterojunctions to be larger than that for the (110) junction , in contras t

to our prediction that the (110) discontinuity should lie between the dis-

continuities for the polar orientations .

Fi nally , we should note tha t q1 
is a measure of the net dipole moment of

the charge distribution associated with a band. Such a quantity can be defined

for any charge distribution , not just for the mode l studied here . We therefore

believe tha t the resul t g iven by equation (12), express i ng the rela t ion between

the band lineup and the systematic behavior of the bond propert i es, would hold

for any mode l in which the bonds contribute i ndependently to the charge distribut ion .
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Fi gure Captions

Fi gure 1. A schematic representation of the assumed form of the

• 
charge distribution associated with each chemica l bond.

Fi gure 2. The Madelung—ty pe funct ions and 8, which describe

the effect of the bond charges on the inter stitial

• potentials , as a function of the bond charge position x.
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